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Abstract. The proof of the following theorem is given: A complete graph with n vertkes can he 
decomposed into r regular bichromatic factors if and only if n is even and greater thl;iirl 4 and 
there exists $1 natural number k with the properties that k < r anu. ak-l < n 5 Zk. - 
The purpose of this paper is to find a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for the existence of a decomposition o’ ‘-I complete graph with 
given number of vertices into regular bichromatic factors and to *znswe,r 
the question what is the possible number of factors in such a ded:ompo- 
sitisn. 
Throughout his paper, the word graph will mean a finite undirected 
graph without loops and multiple edges, having at least one edge. If G 
is a graph, then V(G) (resp. E(G)) is the vertex set (resp. the edg:: set) 
of G. By A!& we denote the complete graph with the vertex set II \Kn) -z 
U , ,a, . . . . n) . A graph G is a bichromatic graph if there exists a cle com- 3 
position of V(G) into two classes of vertices V’ and V” such tSla; evec? 
edge of E(G) joins two vertices belonging to different classes of (‘I”, V’I} . 
Thein obviously it is possible to colour the vertices of G by two colourc: 
so that every edge of G joins two vertices having different colours (V’ 
and V” are then the sets of “chromatic equivalent” vertices). A graph 
G is regular iff all vertices of G have the same degree. A subgraph F’ of 
G is a fact(.lr of G iff I’(F) = V(G). 
Lemma 1. Let G be a regular bichromatic gwph of degree n and let 
{V’, V”} be I;* decomposition of V(G) in to classes of chromatic equiv- 
alent vertkus, then 1 V 1 = 1 Vrr i . 
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Proof. According to the definition of a bichromatic graph, every edge of 
E(G) joins a vertex of V’ with a vertex of V”. Therefore, if we denote by 
de;(u) the degree of the vertex u %I G, we have obviously 
n l 1 V’} = c 
UE V’ 
dG (u) = Vi%,, dG (u) = n l I ,“I , 
= 
and as n > 0 we have Iv’1 = lV”l. 
Corollary 1. A regular bl!chromatic graph has an even number of vertices. 
Lemma 2. A decomposition of K, into regular bichromatic factors 
exists if and only i-f n is even. 
Proof. Let F = (F, , F2, . . . . F,) be a decomposition of K,, into bichro- 
matic regular factors. Then V(Fi) = V(K,.J = n and as Fi is a bichromatic 
regular graph, n must be even. It is well known that if tz is even? then 
K, can be decomposed into n- 1 linear factors; but, since every linear 
graph is bichromatic and regular, the validity of the lemma follows 
directly .
Remark 1. The maximal number of bichromatic regular factors in a 
decomposition of Kn is clearly p2-- 1 (and this decomposition exists, 
according to Lemma 2, only if n is even). The question regarding the 
minimal number of factors in a decomposition with the requireld pro- 
perty will be answered in the fo!llowing theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let k and .‘E be natural numbers with the properties that 
2k-1 < n < 2k (;rnd n ic even, then there exists a decomposition F = 
(F,, F2, ..,F,) of K, into k regular bichromatic factors and k is the 
minimal numbe’a of factors in a~y decomposition of K, into regular 
bichroma tic face tars. 
Proof. It is cleaF t&at 12 must be even (see Lemma 2) and that the thee 
rem is true for i”) = enk= 1 andF={Fl) ,whereF1 =Kz).§up- 
pose that the theorem is true for every k smaller than a natural num- 
ber r. Let 1’2 be In even number such that 2+ 1 < n < 2r. If 3n = m is 
also even, then we have 2r-z < nz < 2’- l, and according to our sup- - 
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position there exists a decomposition of KPn into Y- 1 regular bichro- 
matic factors. Let Kh (Kk, resp.) be the complete subgraph of KY,*, 
where S’(Kk ) = { 1,2, . . . . tn] and V(Kk) = {m + 1, rn + 2,...,12) and 
let F’ = {Fi, F& . . . . F;_ 1 } (resp. F” = {F;‘, Fz, . . . . F;I 1 } ) be a decom- 
position of Kh (resp. of AC; ) into regular bichromatic factors such 
that the following holds: The edge of Kk F:Ath endpoints 131 +i and 
m f i belongs to F;d’ iff the edge of Kin with endpoints i and i belongs 
to Fi . Then, obviously for every x = 1,2, . . . . F- 1, I$ = F_I. u FI is a 
ichr+natic factor of K, and the factor Fr of K,, containing all 
edges not beli2nging to KA u Ki, is also a regular bichromatic fat tor of 
K,. Thereforcz, if m is even, then there exists a decomposition F = 
{F,, F,, . . . , fi’,, ] of K, into r bichromatic regular factors. 
Now let FB be odd. Then uz + 1 is even, and we have obviously 
2r- 2 < m + 1 <_ 2 F I. According to our supposition, thtzre exists a de- _ 
composition ITo = { fl, F$, . . . , F’f!‘_ 1 } of K,, + 1 into r- 1 regular bichro- 
matic factopz. Let us have again V(Kh ) = { 1,2, . . . . nz] and V(k$ ) = 
{m + 1, m + 2, . . . . n} and let us define the decomposition G’ = 
{G;, G’z. . . . . GI_ 1} of Kk (resp. the decomposi. VI G” = {G;‘. G’;, . . . . 
Gr__ 1} of I& ) into b’ h ic romatic (not necessarily regular) factors as 
follows: The edge of I& with the endpoints i and j belongs to Gj, and 
the edge of K~~8 with the endpoints m f i and m + / belongs to Gi i.t’f 
the edge of R,, +1 with the endpoints i and i belongs to c. Denote by 
ey, I O y=1,2 , . . . . . Ron, the edge Of Km.1 j oining the vertices 3;’ and M + 1 in 
K m + 1 and by tit,,. the edge of K, joining _Y and YI-z + y in K, . Define for 
every x = 1 , 2, J. ,r--1 the edge setH, C (Cl, “2, . . . . Cm) = E C E(K,,) as 
follows: eX belongs to Hx iff ez belongs to fi:. If we put for x = 1,2, . ..? 
~‘-1, F, = Gk IJ GI U I&, then F, is a regular bichromatic factor of 
Kn (and kac, the same degree as ~9) and the factor Fr of &I containing 
all the edgee not belonging to F, U F, U . . . U &_ 1 is also a regular 
bichromatic- graph (it is a so called part11 graph of degree in- I)- There- . 
fore F= {Pi, F2, . . . . F,) is a decomposition of Ktl into r regular bi- 
chromatic Cctors and we have in both cases (m is even or odd) the fol- 
lowing rest :.: If n is an even number > 0 such that Zk-’ < 12 < 2k, -- 
then K, cam be decomposed into k regular bichromatic factors. 
Now let :Y. prove that k is the minimal number of factors in a decom- 
position WE t ! , the required properties. Let D = { D19 D2, . . . . D,} be a de- 
compositi4 <rf K,? into (not necessary regular) bichromati; factors and 
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let tl’i = (E(O), Vi( 1)) be a decomposition of V(Di) = (1,2, . . . . ti] into 
two classes of vertices V,(O) and I$( 1) such that every edge of B; joins 
a vertex of vi(O) with a vertex 0:‘ V& 1). Define the number+C&vj for
every WE {I, 2, . . ..s} as follsws 
and put 
It is obvious that for every uE V(K,,) = (1,2, . . ..n} , c(u) belongs to the 
set (0, I, 2, . . . . 2s-1) =S(*ISi=2S)andfurther[~~#v; 
{& u} c 1192, -42) I * [c(u) # c(u)] e In other words, t
K,, can be coloured by at most 2S colours o that every two adjacer: t 
vertices have different colour~ m this colouring. But then 2$ 2 22 and 
from this the validity of the tkorem follows immediately. 
Proof. The validity of this theorem follows from the validity of Theo- 
rem Ii (immediately if pl is even, while if 12 is odd, then we obtain a de- 
composition of Ir;,* from a decomposition f K,,+ 1 after deleting the 
vertex denoted by 11+ 1; we recall that in the proof of the fact that k 
i?; the minimal number of bichromatic factors in a decomposition of
KIl into bichromatic factors, we did not suppose that the are regular). 
Proof. According to Theorem 1, in our case there exists a decomposi- 
tion F = {F, , F:, , . . . , &} of & into k regular bichromatic fat tars. It is 
well known tha, every bichromatic regular graph of degree d cm be 
decomposed into d linear factors. 
Let di be the degree of Fi and iet L+ = {L,(l), L&Z), . ..% Li(ati)} be a 
decomposition of r;‘i into linear factors ofFi. It is obvious th 
r of Ka and that every camp 
chromatic factor of K 
GUI obtain from iF”t adecom ition of& into ri re 
factors (each of which lar bichromatic factor of K,,) 
for every rj such that II Therefore A& can be decomposed into 
r regular bichromatic factors for every r for which we have r = rl 
. . . + rk and 1 < ri <, di. i = 1.2, .=., k. Hence the decomposition o 
with the required properties exists for every r for which we have 
k <, I < IZ-- 1 (because d, + d, + . . . + dk = II - 1). The validity of other 
assertions of the theorem is obvious di-ectly from Theorem f = 
Remark 2. If the factors of a deco&mposition f K, must be bichromatic 
but need not be regular, then the number of factors can be obviously 
greater than rz- 1 but this number equals at most the number (:) of 
edges of K,. The decomposition F = {F,, F2+ . . . . Fr} of & into r = 
bichromatic factors can be defined in the follov-kg way: every factor 
Fi contains exactly one edge of Kt. Therefore a generalization of Theo- 
rem 3 for the case of an odd n is of no interest. 
